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The University of New Mexico

April 25, 2000

3:30 - 5:30 p.m.
Kiva

AGENDA TOPICS

TYPE OF ITEM/

PRESENTER($)
1.

Approval of Agenda

ACTION

2.

Approval of Summarized Minutes for March 28, 2000

ACTION

3.

President's Report

INFORMATION
William C. Gordon

4.

Provost's Report

INFORMATION
Brian Foster

5.

Senate President's Report

INFORMATION
John Geissman

6.

Memorial Minute for Professor Rita Angel
(Department of Music)
Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Alice Clark
(General Library)

ACTION
Susan Patrick
Susan Deese-Roberts

7.

Nominations for Senate President-Elect (thru May 2001)

ACTION
John Geissman

8.

Approval of Degree Candidates, Semester II, Spring 2000

ACTION
John Geissman

9.

Timing of UNM's Spring Break

ACTION
John Geissman

pp. 1-4

pp. 5-7

NOTES:

10. Approval of Faculty Appointments to 2000-2001 Committees

ACTION
JohnGeissman

11 . Policy Language Changes Proposed by the SGC

ACTION
Susan Deese-Roberts

12. Revision to Faculty Sick Leave Policy

ACTION
Kari Ward-Karr

13. Open Discussion and New Business
Distance Education Initiative

INFORMATION
Jerry Dominguez

14. Adjournment

ACTION

1.

2.
3.
4.

All faculty are Invited to attend Faculty Senate meetings.
All Senators are invited to attend the Senate Operations Committee meetings
on Wednesdays at 11 :00 p.m. in Scholes 100 or the Roberts Room.
Full agenda packets will be sent only to those on the Senate distribution list.
Complete summarized minutes from the March 28, 2000 meeting are available at
http:llwww.unm.edu1-facsen or through the Office of the Secreta,y, Scholes 101.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE OFFICE OF fflE SECRETARY, 277-4664

The University of New Mexico
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April 25, 2000
The Faculty Senate meeting for April 25, 2000, was called to order at 3:32 p.m., in the Kiva. Senate
President John Geissman presided.

Senators present: Beth Bailey (American Studies), Steve Block (Music), Koon-Meng Chua (Civil
Engineering), Ellen Cosgrove (Internal Medicine), Julie Depree (Valencia), Susan Deese-Roberts
(General Library), Judith Ducharme (Health Sciences Library), Nina Fonoroff (Media Arts), Barbara
Fricke (Pathology), Jan Gamradt (Individual, Family & Community Education), John Geissman (Earth &
Planetary Sciences), David Gettman (Pharmacy), Jeffrey Griffith (Biochemisty & Molecular Biology),
Philip Hampton (Chemistry), Karen Heller (Individual, Family & Community Education), Gail Houston
(English), Mazen Jamal (Internal Medicine), Nancy Kanagy (Cell Biology & Physiology), Loren Ketai
(Radiology), Robert Leonard (Anthropology), George Luger (Computer Science), Judy Maloof (Spanish &
Portuguese), Joseph Martinez (Education Specialties), Carolyn Milligan (Gallup), Scott Ness (Molecular
Genetics & Molecular Biology), John Panitz (Physics & Astronomy), Allen Parkman (Anderson Schools),
J. David Pitcher (Orthopaedics), James Porter (Anderson), Jonathan Porter (History), Sally Ruybal
(Nursing), Brian Solan (Family & Community Medicine), Paul Steele (Sociology), Richard Waterman
(Political Science), Teresa Wilkins (Gallup), Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology)
Senators absent: Lisa Broidy (Sociology), Jack Crowl (Gallup), David Dunaway (English), Jaime
Grinberg (Lang, Lit & Soc), Aparna Huzurbazar (Mathematics & Statistics), Nathalie Martin (Law), Jill
Morford (Linguistics), Eric Nuttal (Chemical & Nuclear Engineering), Ronald Reichel (University College),
Mario Rivera (Public Administration), Dan Savage (Neurosciences), Pauline Turner (Individual, Family &
Community Education)
Excused absences: Helen Damico (English), Gregory Franchini (Psychiatry), Claudia Isaac
(Architecture & Planning), Les McFadden (Earth & Planetary Sciences), Peter Pabisch (Foreign
Languages & Literature)
Guests present: Genniver Bell (Faculty Contracts), Michael Campana (Earth & Planetary Sciences),
Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine), Robin Meize-Grochowski (Office of Graduate Studies), Craig Timm
(Internal Medicine), Peter White (Academic Affairs), Hugh Witemeyer (AAUP)

1.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA
A motion to approve the agenda was seconded and carried by unanimous voice vote of the
Senate.
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APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES FOR MARCH 28, 2000
The summarized minutes for the March 28, 2000 meeting were adopted by unanimous voice vote
of the Senate.

3.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
President William C. Gordon reported on the following:

•
•

Welcomed Provost Foster to campus and is looking forward to working with him over the
next few years.
The Legislative budget proposals for next year regarding the amount that UNM will request
for compensation increases have to be made soon. The Administration will go forward to the
other Universities and begin discussions about putting together a coherent agenda for Higher
Education.

I

•

•

4.

President Gordon has asked John Geissman to select a small group of faculty from the
Faculty Senate to work with representatives from Staff Council and the Administration to get
clear input into the Legislative proposals for the coming year. President Gordon will report
the proposals to faculty when they are back on campus in the fall.
Strategic planning is an important process that has to be done right. In the past, the
strategic plans have been too generic and did not bring together the various plans and
discussions in various areas on the campus. As a result, the strategic plan was not really a
viable framework for changes that needed to occur at the university. This year, the planning
will be done differently and will require the energy, time and input from every constituency
on campus in terms of the initial data gathering stages during the summer months.
Thanked Senate President John Geissman, the Faculty Senate and the various committees
for having one of the most productive working relationships they have had in a number of
years and credits the Faculty Senate for that willingness to bring forward issues and discuss
them in a manner that is civil and productive.

PROVOST'S REPORT
Interim Provost Richard Holder's report included the following:

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

5.

Thanked Dr. Holder publicly for doing a great job as Interim Provost and is very grateful to
be able to get a running start on several issues.
Searches are being conducted in the Office of Academic Affairs for five important positions.
The Arts & Sciences Dean position became available as Dean Fischer accepted a position at
Trinity University. Provost Foster has met with a group of faculty and the chairs of Arts and
Sciences to decide on a search process; Provost Foster will meet with the Chairs Council
and the Promotion and Tenure Committee to select members of these Committees to advise
him on screening applicants and nominations for an Interim Dean and getting a Dean search
going full speed in the fall .
The search process for the Vice Provost for Research position is actively moving forward .
The search process for the Director of the University of New Mexico Press position is
moving along; four of the five campus interviews have taken place and the candidate pool is
very strong.
The Executive Director of the Taos Center has resigned and will begin a search for filling
that position shortly.
The job is posted for a new Registrar and the Search Committee has met several times .
Time is still available to provide input on the Deans Evaluations on the web site .
A charge is being drafted by President Gordon and Provost Foster for a central planning
committee to guide the process for the strategic plan. The central committee will guide the
process but there will be broad involvement across the university and in the community.
One element in the charge of the committee will be to do an inventory and an assessment of
the planning and thinking that has gone on over the past five years and bring it into the plan.
Another element will have operational strategies that will be tied to the budget and the
resource base.
Will begin working on proactive graduate student recruitment activities and tools. Printed
materials will be produced for the academic units to provide to graduate students and keep
them informed of its programs.

SENATE PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Senate President John Geissman report's included the following:

•
•
•

Thanked President Gordon and Provost Foster for the opportunity to work with
Administration that considers faculty input.
Thanked Senators and faculty for their participation on the Faculty Senate Committees .
Announced that there will be an open forum regarding UNM undergraduate retention tonight
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from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
6.

MEMORIAL MINUTE FOR PROFESSOR RITA ANGEL (MUSIC DEPARTMENT) AND
PROFESSOR EMERITUS ALICE CLARK (GENERAL LIBRARY)
The Memorial Minutes for Professor Rita Angel (Music Department) and Professor Emeritus Alice
Clark (General Library) were presented to the Senate by Professor Susan Patrick (Music
Department) and Susan Deese-Roberts (General Library). The minutes as adopted by rising vote
of the Senate is presented below. Vivian Valencia, Secretary of the University, will send a copy of
the minutes to their families.
Memorial Minute for Professor Rita Angel
Rita Angel joined the Music faculty at the University of New Mexico in the fall of 1976.
In accepting a position here, she was coming home, as her family is from northern New
Mexico and she had earned her undergraduate degree at UNM before continuing in graduate
work at the University of Southern California. It was particularly felicitous hire, and Rita was
much in demand as a piano accompanist and as a teacher. Indeed, she preferred the
challenges of accompanying and of teaching to the glory of being center-stage as a soloist.
Her facility, her eagerness to learn, her catholic tastes in music, and her unfailing musicianship
contributed to a large number of fine performances each semester, some with faculty or guest
artists and others with students, for Rita was generous with her time and talent. As her many
piano students from past 20-odd years would attest, she was just as generous with them,
sharing her experience and enthusiasm and expertise along with good measures of
encouragement and kindness. Through music, she opened her arms wide both to people
and to the abstractions of artistic performance, and she had a profound effect on our local
musical community.
To be sure, Rita was also garnering a justly deserved national reputation. In the 1980's
for example, she served with other illustrious musicians on the Music Advisory Panel for
the National Endowment for the Arts. She toured as an accompanist, and she offered
clinics in the art of accompanying. She attracted students to our graduate grogram in
piano accompanying. She was promoted to the rank of full professor. But her own most
intense satisfactions came from musical partnerships she formed at UNM and from
mentoring her UNM students.
About ten years ago, Rita suffered from a brain tumor, treatable at that time only by
invasive surgery. The medical procedure obliterated her ability to concertize. Such was
her commitment to teaching, however, that she continued in her job, seeing devotedly to
her students and reliably to her departmental responsibilities. UNM, which Rita loved, was
her professional home, and she was grateful for our recognition that there is more than one
way to be a good musician. For our new faculty and students, who, sadly, would never hear
her play, her resilience of spirit became a daily inspiration.
Last summer, the tumor returned, more aggressively. Rita was determined to complete the
fall 1999 semester, and she did, facing increasing difficulties with courage and dignity.
She died peacefully at home on January 2, a few months over 50 years old.
She is much missed.

Memorial Minute for Professor Emeritus Alice Clark
Professor Emerita Alice Sandell Clark, former Associate Dean and Acting Director
of the University of New Mexico General Library, passed away on February 14, 2000
at the age of 77.
Alice was a true "returning" student, beginning her collegiate career at the age of 41 at
the State of New York Oneonta. After graduating first in her class, she received a
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scholarship to the library school at the State University of New York Albany. After
graduating with her Masters of Library Science degree, Alice taught at the library
school before taking a library administrator position at Ohio State University. She
came to the University of New Mexico as the Assistant Dean of Reader Services and
held the positions of Associate Dean and Acting Dean before her retirement. Alice was
the person who saw promise in the idea of the campus learning center being administered
by the General Library and made possible the creation and location of the Skills Center, now
the Center for Academic Program Support (CAPS) , in Zimmerman Library. Alice also
displayed a strong commitment to providing services to students with disabilities and the
room in Zimmerman Library dedicated to providing state-of-the-art technology for information
access and learning support for persons with disabilities is named in her honor. Alice mentored
many junior members of the General Library faculty including several who have served or do now
serve the library in leadership roles .
After her retirement in July 1986, Alice moved to Davis, California to live closer to family.
She was quite involved in the Davis community, joining a walking club and participating
actively in the American Association of University Women. Alice also enjoyed domestic
and international travel and traveled often.
Alice Sandell Clark is survived by son Peter and his wife Mary; by son Bruce and his wife
Judith; and by two grandchildren, Seth and Molly.
Private services were held. In remembrance of her contributions to the University of New
Mexico and the General Library, in particular, a spine marker will be placed on a bookshelf
along the north corridor of Zimmerman Library.

7.

NOMINATIONS FOR SENATE PRESIDENT-ELECT
There were no nominations at the meeting.

8.

APPROVAL OF DEGREE CANDIDATES, SEMESTER II, SPRING 2000
The degree candidates for Semester 11, Spring 2000 were approved by unanimous voice vote of
the Senate.

9.

TIMING OF UNM'S SPRING BREAK
An email poll was conducted to faculty and staff regarding the timing of UNM's spring break. The
Senate unanimously voted to rescind last year's motion and keep the date of spring break to the
middle of March and not coincide it with APS.

10,

APPROVAL OF FACULTY APPOINTMENTS TO 2000-2001 COMMITTEES
The Senate by unanimous voice vote approved the faculty appointments to the Faculty Senate
committees. These appointments were made by Senate President John Geissman based on the
committee preferences indicated by the faculty member(s). There are still some faculty vacancies
on several Faculty Senate committees. Faculty interested in serving on committees should
contact Senate President John Geissman.

11,

POLICY LANGUAGE CHANGES PROPOSED BY THE SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE
The Committee discussed changes in the graduate section of the catalog during its meetings this
academic year. Susan Deese-Roberts read through each of the policies explaining the intent and
purpose of the changes. The policies will go into effect with the next catalog, with the exception of
the Policy on Time Limit for Completion of Degree which will be effective Fall 2000.

12,

REVISION TO FACULTY SICK LEAVE POLICY
Kari Ward-Karr presented proposed changes to the Faculty Sick Leave Policy that was approved
May 4, 1999. The Policy was discussed and suggested changes were made. The Senate voted to
!able the proposed changes and refer it back to the Faculty/Staff Benefits Committee to .
incorporate the suggested revisions and bring the old and new Policy back to the Senate in the
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Fall.

13.

OPEN DISCUSSION AND NEW BUSINESS
a). Forms C from the Curricula Committee
Discussion was held regarding the new minor in Native American Studies. Lee Francis, Interim
Director of Native American Studies, was present to answer questions.
The Senate approved, en masse, the following Forms C by majority vote.
•

New Minor in Native American Studies (University College)

• fn9(/;;PH~;j jeN~;:: ~rzaeeP~ra~ t ~eg--~ -n1ofl-f'INitntlc~ i
qt- If
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b). Distance Education lniti ive
Distance Education is focusing on curriculum management, budget management and
infrastructure management to create a new organization and direction for the University. An
executive committee will be created to advise the Extended University Vice Provost on
policies that will effect faculty intellectual property issues, faculty development, faculty
incentives etc. Other larger working committees will address curriculum issues, student
support services and library services to provide students access to resources in order to
complete their courses online .
c).

14.

Faculty Forum
Byron Lindsey asked the Senate if they were interested in sponsoring a faculty forum in the
Fall on issues regarding faculty compensation , university budget and finance, faculty
participation, etc., to provide more outreach to faculty.

ADJOURNMENT
The Faculty Senate meeting for April 25, 2000 was adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
A proved by~ (

Respectfully submitted by:

~- .

JJe.L~~~o

.

~w~

Vivian Valencia
University Secretary

Melissa Borrego
Administrative Assistant Ill
Office of the Secretary
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POLICY LANGUAGE CHANGES PROPOSED BY THE SENATE GRADUATE COMMl'ITEE

TER'S DEGREES - RE UIRED ENROLLMENT
Ian I master' s students must be enrolled in Thesis for the
emester (including the summer session) in which they
omplete degree requirements (usually the submission of the
pproved thesis to the Dean of Graduate Studies). Plan II
tudents need not be enrolled during the semester in which
hey take the master' s examination, but they must be in
ctive status. Students who have not taken their master's
xamination within three consecutive semesters (including
ummer sessions) time period will lose their graduate status,
nd must apply for readmission and enroll for at least one
aduate credit to regain that status

. 62, 1999-2001 Catalo
asters students electing either Plan I or Plan II must be
enrolled for at least one graduate credit either in thesis (599)
for Plan I or in project, problems (not to exceed 12 credit
ours), or another graduate course for Plan II for the
semester (including the summer session) in which they
omplete degree requirements. TypicaUy Plan I master' s
students complete degree requirements in the semester during
hich they pass the master's examination and submit a thesis
o the Dean of Graduate Studies for approval. TypicaUy Pia
master' s students complete degree requirements in the
semester during which they pass the masters examination and
omplete aU Plan II requirements.

TER'S DEGREES - TIME LIMIT FOR COMPLETION OF DEGREE

. 61, 1999-2001 UNM Catalo

I work toward a master' s degree (including coursework
work used to meet degree requirements for a master's
ransferred from another institution) must be completed
egree, including transfer credit, must be completed within a
ithin a five-year period. See General Academic Regulatio seven year period immediately preceding the granting of the
or detailed information
egree. Course work older than seven years cannot be used
o meet requirements for the master's degree. Graduate units
ay impose stricter limitations on the time limit for
ompletion of degree requirements.

VANCEMENT TO CANDIDACY FOR THE DOCTORAL DEGREE
doctoral student must apply for and be admitted to
octoral candidacy. This process is begun by completion of
he Application for Doctoral Candidacy form (available at
he OGS, the OGS web page, or the graduate unit), which
ormally summarizes a student's program of studies.
pproval of that program by the student's Committee on
tudies must be indicated by their signatures on this form,
long with that of the graduate unit chair.

. 67, 1999-2001 UNM Catalo
A key requirement that must be satisfied in order to earn the
octoral degree is Advancement to Candidacy. The process
is begun by completion of the "Application for Doctoral
Candidacy," which formally summarizes a student's program
f studies. Approval of that program by the student's
ommittee on Studies is indicated by their signatures on the
form, along with that of the graduate unit chair.

he completed "Application for Doctoral Candidacy" is
he completed Application for Doctoral Candidacy should forwarded to the Dean of Graduate Studies during the
e forwarded to the OGS during the semester in which the semester in which the student has passed his/her doctoral
tudent has both passed his/her comprehensive examination comprehensive examination. It should be accompanied by th
nd completed any required language or research skill. It
"Report of Examination" and, if the program has a language
hould be accompanied by the "Report of Examination" and r a skill requirement that the student has met, completion of
'Certification of Language or Research Skill Requirement" his requirement should be noted on the application form
orms.
here indicated. If the language/skill requirement is not
oted on the Application for Candidacy a "Certificate of
anguage or Research Skill Requirement" form must be
er determining that all requirements except for
submitted before the student is advanced to candidacy.
utstanding coursework and the dissertation have been
lfilled, the Dean of Graduate Studies will advance the
tudent to candidacy
er determining that all requirements except for outstandin
ourse work and the dissertation have been fulfilled, the Dean
of Graduate Studies will advance the student to candidacy.

LIMIT FOR COMPLETION OF DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

. 67, 1999-2001 UNM Catalo

octoral candidates have five calendar years to complete all octoral candidates have five (5) calendar years from the
egree requirements from the semester in which they are
emester in which they pass their doctoral comprehensive
ormally advanced to candidacy by the Dean of Graduate
xamination to complete the degree requirements. The final
tudies. The final requirement is generally the acceptance of requirement is generally the acceptance of the student's
he student's dissertation manuscript by the Dean of
·ssertation by the Dean of Graduate Studies.
raduate Studies.

UBMISSION AND APPROVAL OF THE DISSERTATION . 69, 1999-2001 UNM Catal
wo unbound copies of the dissertation, each with an
octoral students must submit their dissertations to the Dean
bstract of not more than 350 words, all in perfect form and f Graduate Studies within ninety (90) days of their final
pp roved by at least three members of the dissertation
xamination for the dissertation. If the manuscript is not
ommittee, must be submitted for the approval of the Dean submitted within that time, the student must schedule and
f Graduate Studies. The deadline dates for submission are: complete a second final examination for the dissertation.
ovember 15 for Fall graduation, April 15 for Spring, or
uly 15 for Summer. The graduate unit may require
wo unbound copies of the dissertation, each with an
dditional copies of the dissertation. The "Certification of
bstract of not more than 350 words, all in certified final
inal Form", certifying that the director of the dissertation form and approved by at least three members of the
as proofread the final manuscript, must accompany the
dissertation committee must be approved by the Dean of
issertation. This form may be obtained from the OGS. If
raduate Studies. The deadline dates for submission are:
he OGS finds fault with the format of the manuscript, the
ovember 15 for Fall graduation, April 15 for Spring, or
uthor and the committee chair will be immediately notified. uly 15 for Summer. The graduate unit may require
letter will also notify the student when the manuscript has dditional copies of the djssertation. The "Certification of
een officially accepted.
Final Form", certifying that the director of the dissertation
has proofread the final manuscript, must accompany the
issertation. This form may be obtained from the OGS. lfthe
OGS finds fault with the format of the manuscript, the author
and the committee chair will be immediately notified. A letter
will also notify the student when the manuscript has been
fficially accepted.

The University of New Mexico

FACULTY COMMITTEES 2000-2001
(Faculty, Students, Administrative and Ex-Officio Members on Standing Committees)
Ex-officio members are non-voting unless specified by the Faculty Handbook
This fisting is continually updated and the most current membership information can be accessed at:
http://www.unm.edu/~facsenlcmtes.htm

Timothy Ross (Civil Engineering)
*Paul Steele (Sociology)
Alumnus Member
Greg Frost
Ex-Officio Members
Rudy Davalos (Dir., Athletics)
Breda Bova (faculty rep to NCAA)
Linda Estes (Dir., Women 's Athletics)
Student Members
2 Undergraduates
1 Undergraduate/Athlete
1 Graduate
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

*New ""Reappointed

FACULTY SENATE COMMITTEES:
ADMISSIONS & REGISTRATION
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2001
Larry Barton (Biology)
Mary Jo Campbell (Physical Perf & Devi) 2001
2001
Julie DePree (Valencia)
2002
*Daniel Feller (History)
2002
*Jane Hood (Sociology)
2001
*Ricardo Maestas (University College)
2001
Jain Ravinder (Elect & Cmptr Engr)
2001
*Joel Seltzer (Psychiatry)
2001
Mario Rivera (Public Administration)
2001
Charlie Steen (History)
Administrative Members: Voting
Randy Boeglin (Dean of Students)
Mark Chisholm (Dir., Institutional Research)
Fred Chreist (Registrar)
Shari Kessler-Schwaner (rep., Dean, Continuing
Education)
Howard Smith (Dean, ASM), elected by Council
of Deans)
Cynthia Stuart (Dir., Undergraduate Admissions)
Eliseo Torres (VP, Student Affairs)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

2002
2003

BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY STUDIES
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Kathy Lopez-Bushnell (Nursing)
2001
Richard Mead (Chem & Nuclear Engr)
2001
Mary Smith (lndiv Fam & Comm Educ)
2001
**Fred Sturm (Philosophy)
2003
Two vacancies (Arts & Sciences; tenured) 2003
One vacancy (Anderson ; tenured)
2003
One vacancy (Arch & Planning; tenured) 2003
One vacancy (Fine Arts; tenured)
2003
One vacancy (Pharmacy; tenured)
2003
Ex-Officio Members
Richard Holder (Dean, University College)
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced
BUDGET
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2002
Max Bennet (School of Medicine)
2002
Stephen Dent (Architecture & Planning)
2003
*Thomas Kirby (Radiology Oncology)
2003
*Barry Kues (Earth & Planetary Sci)
2001
George Luger (Computer Science)
2001
Leslie Oakes (Anderson)
2002
Nathalie Martin (Law)
2002
Laura Martinez (Nursing)

ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Luis Curet (Obstetrics & Gynecology)
2001
Michael Dougher (Psychology)
2002
Robert Duncan (Physics & Astronomy)
2001
Ken Frandsen (Arts & Sciences)
2002
:Richard Gonzales (Law)
2003
Fred Hashimoto (Internal Medicine)
2003

I

' '.

-..i. ·· •·

Robert George (Radiology)
2001
*Timothy Goldsmith (Psychology)
2002
**David Gutzler (Earth & Plan Sci)
2002
Kathleen Keating (General Library)
2001
Gordon Kennedy (Theatre & Dance)
2001
*Gordon Minton (Anesthesiology)
2002
*Joseph Powell (Anthropology)
2002
George Shuster (Nursing)
2001
*Caroline Smith (Linguistics)
2001
Gregg Starr (Mechanical Engr)
2001
*Gautam Vora (Anderson)
2002
Research Policy Committee Representative
To Be Announced
Ex-Officio Members
Nasir Ahmed (Interim Assoc VP, Research)
F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost)
John Sobolewski (Assoc. VP, CIRT)
Student Members
2 ASUNM
2GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

Gerald Slavin (lnternatl Prog & Studies)
2001
Pauline Turner (lndiv, Fam & Comm Educ) 2001
Frances Wilkinson (General Library)
2001
One vacancy (Fine Arts)
2003
One vacancy (Pharmacy)
2003
Ex-Officio Members
Margaret Lee (Acting Dir., Budget)
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced
CAMPUS PLANNING
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2002
*Leslie Chamberlin (Education)
2002
*Judith Ducharme (HSC Library)
2001
Richard Hess (Theatre & Dance)
2002
**Paul Lusk (Architecture & Planning)
2001
Gilbert Merkx (Sociology)
2001
Bruce Thomson (Civil Engineering)
Administrative Members: Voting
Amy Boule (re., Administrator, University
Hospital)
F. Chris Garcia (Interim Provost)
(VP Health Sciences or rep)
Don Mackel (Dir., Physical Plant)
Julie Weaks, (Interim VP, Business & Finance)
Eliseo Torres (VP, Student Affairs)
Administrative Members: Non Voting
Millie Barnhart (East Neighborhood Association)
John Cochran (West Neighborhood Association)
Robert Dunnington (Dir., Campus Safety)
Kathleen Guimond (Dir., Campus Security)
Roger Lujan (Facility Planning)
Dawn Matson (Transit Dept. , City of
Albuquerque)
Jon Messier (Planning Dept., City of
Albuquerque)
David Miertschin(South Neighborhood
Association)
(Public Works Dept., City of Albuquerque)
Kent Stout (North Neighborhood Association)
Leon Ward(Dir., Parking & Transportation)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
1 Residence Halls Association
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

CURRICULA
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2001
Ronald Andrews (Orthopaedics)
2002
**Dorothy Chansky (Fine Arts)
2001
Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
2002
*Margaret Greenburg (Nursing)
2002
*Floyd Kezele (Gallup)
2001
Richard Melzer (Valencia)
2002
*Cary Morrow (Chemistry)
2001
Judith Ponticell (College of Education)
2001
James Porter (Anderson)
2001
Mario Rivera (Public Administration)
2001
Rey Saenz(Pharmacy)
2002
*Paul Steele (Sociology)
2002
*Charles Steen (History)
2001
One vacancy (Architecture & Planning)
2001
One vacancy (School of Engineering)
2002
One vacancy (General Library)
2001
One vacancy (Law)
One vacancy (Dental Hygiene Programs) 2001
Ex-Officio Members
(Rep., Graduate Committee)
Linda Lewis (Collection Development Librarian)
Darlene Lucero (rep., for Registrar)
David Stuart (Assoc. VP, Academic Affairs,
Evening & Weekend Programs)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
Juan Ramon Suriel (GPSA)
Logan Greene (GPSA)
Faculty Senate Representative

COMPUTER USE
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Ronald Andrews (Orthopaedics)
2001
*Wil_liam Bramble (Ed. Lead & Org. Learn) 2002
Kevin Cahill ( Phys & Astro)
2001
Nancy Dennis (General Library)
2001
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-..-----------------.....-----------------~Kirsten Thomsen (Fam & Comm Med)
Beulah Woodfin (Biochem & MB)
Faculty Senate Representative
Beulah Woodfin (Biochemistry &
Molecularbiology)

To be Announced
FACULTY ETHICS & ADVISORY
Faculty Members
Garth Bawden (Maxwell Museum)
Steve Block (Music)
Kathryn Dieruf (Orthopaedics)
*Daniel Feller ( History)
*Jane Hood (Sociology)
Samuel Roll (Psychology)
Diane Viens (Nursing)
Student Member
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

Term Ends
2001
2001
2001
2002
2002
2001
2001

2002
2001

GRADUATE
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2001
Jerry Born (Pharmacy)
2001
Stephen Burd (Anderson)
2001
Charles Crowley (Engineering
2001
William Galey (Biomedical Sciences)
2001
Gail Houston (English)
2001
Zane Reeves (Public Admin)
2001
Sally Ruybal (Nursing)
2001
Steven Schreiber (Architecture)
Ex-Officio Members
Nasir Ahmed (Interim Dean , Graduate Studies)
Robin Meize-Grochowski (Assoc. Dean,
Graduate Studies)
Jose Rivera (Special Assistant to Provost,
Graduate Studies)
(rep., UNM North)
Student Member
Brian Colon , GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

FACULTY & STAFF BENEFITS
Faculty Members
Term Ends
**Gloria Birkholz (Nursing)
2002
*Paul Edwards (Dental Programs)
2002
*Lorraine Lester (Law Library)
2002
Barbara Rees (Nursing)
2001
*Karl Schwerin (Anthropology)
2002
2001
Alex Stone (Math & Stats)
Peter Winograd (Law)
2001
Staff Members Nominated by Staff Council
Anna Gordon (General Library)
2001
Beth Silbergleit (General Library)
2001
Kari Ward-Karr (CARS)
2000
Denise Warren (Gen Lib)
2001
Judith Wright (Family & Comm Med)
2001
Staff Members Nominated by Comm . Workers
of America
*Lawrence Curry (Transp & Parking)
2000
**David Padilla (Physical Plant)
2000
Ex-Officio Members
Josie Abeyta (Manager, Payroll)
Susan Carkeek (Assoc. Dir., Human Resources)
Julie Weaks (Interim VP, Business & Finance)
Sally Meyer (Dir., Faculty Contracts)
UNM Retiree: Voting
To Be Announced
Faculty Senate Representative
To Be Announced

HONORARY DEGREE
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Appointed by the Senate
Kristina Ciecielski (Psychology)
2001
Maria Marquez (General Library)
2001
Appointed by the Senate Graduate Committee
Two vacancies to be Announced
Regent Members
David Archuleta
Judith Herrera
President of GPSA
Administrative Member: Voting
William C. Gordon (UNM President)
Ex-Officio Members
Larry Willard (President, UNM Board of
Regents)
Vivian Valencia (University Secretary)
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

GOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS
E.__aculty Members
Term Ends
2001
Jo~a_than Eldredge (HSC Library)
2002
~nstma Ciesielski (Psychology)
2003
John Geissman (Earth & Plan Sci)
2002
:"Vanda Martin (English)
2002
~arcus Price ( Physics & Astronomy)
2002
Enc Prossnitz (Cell Biology & Physiol)
Jane Slaughter (History)
2001

LIBRARY
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2002
Kevin Cahill (Phys & Astro)
2003
*Elizabeth Hutchinson (Fine Arts)
2003
*Barry Kues (Earth & Planetary Sci)
2002
Roland Lee (Radiology)

3

FACULTY COMMITTEES 2000-2001
Lorraine Lester (Law Library)
Harry Llull (General Library)
*James Matthews (Engineering)
Jennifer Nagel (Philosophy)
**Noel Pugach (History)
Christine Sauer (Economics)
George Shuster (Nursing)
Karl Schwerin (Anthropology)
*Carolyn W ix (Education)
**Carolyn Woodward (English
Ross Zumwalt (Pathology)
One vacancy (branch campus)
Ex-Officio Member
Holly Shipp Buchanan (HSC Library)
Marsha Baum (Law Library)
Robert Migneault (Dean, Library Services)
Student Members
2ASUNM
2GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

One vacancy (Fine Arts)
Facult Senate Re resentative
To be Announced

2002
2002
2003
2002
2003
2002
2002
2001
2003
2003
2002
2003

2002

RESEARCH POLICY
Facult Members
Term Ends
2002
Janette Carter (Internal Medicine)
*Lawrence Cole (OB/GYN)
2003
Helen Damico (English)
2001
Charles Fleddermann (Elect & Cmptr Engr) 2001
Mary Harris (lndiv, Fam & Comm Educ)
2001
*Astrid Kodric-Brown (Biology)
2003
*John Mciver (Physics & Astronomy)
2003
Bernard Moret (Computer Scienc )
2001
Aurora Morcillo (Education)
2002
*Mark Rohrscheib (Internal M d1cine)
2003
Virginia Seiser (G neral Lib)
2001
One vacancy (Fine Arts)
2003
Ex-Officio Memb rs
Nasir Ahmed (Assoc1at VP for R s arch)
Reata Busby (Dir., R s arch , HSC)
Chuck Wellborn (Pre ident, Sci nc &
Technology Corporation at UNM)
Annabelle Quintana (Univ rs1ty Pat nt Lawy r)
Student Memb r
1 GPSA
Facull Senate Re
To be Announced

LONG RANGE PLANNING
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2001
Jack Crowl (Gallup)
2001
Antoinette Sedillo-Lopez (Law)
2001
Linda Riensche (Speech & Hearing)
2001
Mari Lyn Salvador (Anthropology)
2002
Gautam Vora (Anderson)
2001
Phyllis Wilcox (Linguistics)
2002
ark Wood (Surgery)
Seven vacancies (any college or school) 2003
Administrative Members: Voting
_ark Chisholm (Dir., Institutional Research)
Richard Holder (Assoc. Provost, Academic
Affairs)
(Dir., Budget Office)
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

SCHOLARSHIP, PRIZES & LOANS
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2002
**Janet Brierley (Anesthesiology)
Eddie Dry (Anderson)
2001
Judith Ducharme (HSC Library)
2001
*Barbara Fricke (Pathology)
2002
*Astrid Kodric-Brown (Biology
2002
*Edwary Libby (Internal edicine)
2002
Greg Starr (Mechanical Engr)
2001
*Teddy Warner (Psychiatry)
2002
Two vacancies
2002
Ex-Officio Members
Terry Babbitt (Dir., RecruitmentServices)
Randy Boeglin (Dean of Students)
Ron Martinez (Dir., Student Financial Atd)
Leo Moya (Bursar)
(Dean , Undergraduate Studies)
Rita Padilla (Dir., Scholarships)
Duffy Swan (Dir., Development)
Cynthia Stuart (Dir , Adm1ss1ons)
Student Members
2 ASUNM

RESEARCH ALLOCATIONS
Biculty Members
Term Ends
•Ha~it Ahluwalia (Physics & Astronomy)
2002
~dnn Brearley (Earth & Planetary Sci)
2002
~ 1~hard Eutlain (History)
2001
Ki_m _Hill (Anthropology)
2002
Bai-Lian Li (Biology)
2001
V~ll~~h Shah (Internal Medicine)
2001
~irgin1a Shipman (Education)
2001
R_
obert Waide (Biology)
2002
~imothy Ward (Civil Engineering)
2002

4
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FACULTY COMMITTEES 2000-2001
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

UNIVERSITY PRESS
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2003
*Beth Bailey (American Studies)
*Holly Barnet-Sanchez (Art & Art History 2003
2002
Steve Barry (Art & Art History)
*Geoffrey Batchen (Art & Art History)
2003
2001
Flora Clancy (Art & Art History)
**Richard Eutlain (History)
2003
2001
Les Field (Anthropology)
Louis Hieb (General Library)
2002
Gary Scharnhorst (English)
2002
2002
Felisa Smith (Biology)
Virginia Scharff (History)
2001
James Thorson (English)
2001
Ex-Officio Members:
Beth Hadas (Dir. , University Press)
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

TEACHING ENHANCEMENT
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2002
Christos Christodoulou (Elect & CE)
2001
Monica Cyrino (Foreign Lang & Lit)
2001
Michele Diel (Valencia)
Katherine Dimiduk (Physics & Astron)
2001
2003
*Catherine Krause (Economics)
*James Matthews (Civil Engr)
2003
2001
Lynette Oshima (Lang, Lit & Sociocult)
Ex-Officio Members
(Chair, Library Committee)
Brian Foster (Provost)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced
UNDERGRADUATE
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2001
Christos Christodoulou (Elect & CE)
2001
Robert Dinegar (Los Alamos)
*Philip Hampton (Chemistry)
2002
Nancy Morten (Nursng)
2001
One vacancy (Anderson)
2002
One vacancy (Arch & Plann)
2002
Three vacancies (Arts & Sciences)
2002
Two vacancies (Education)
2002
One vacancy (Engineering)
2002
One vacancy (Fine Arts)
2002
One vacancy (General Library)
2002
One vacancy (Pharmacy)
2002
One vacancy (Gallup)
2002
One vacancy (Valencia)
2002
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

FACULTY-STUDENT COMMITTEES:
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Term Ends
Faculty Members
2002
*Byron Lindsey
2002
*Carole Cann
Administrative Member: Voting
Fernando Maresma (Latin American & Iberian
Institute)
Ex-Officio Member
(Dir. , International Center)
Student Members
1 ASUNM
1 ASUNM Senator
2 GPSA
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced
STUDENT CONDUCT
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Student Members
5 ASUNM
5 GPSA
At Large Members
4 Faculty or students nominated by Dean of
Students
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

UNIVERSITY HONORS
.E.__aculty Members
Term Ends
Lee Francis (Native American Studies)
2001
Jack Crowl (Gallup)
2002
One vacancy (Arts & Sciences)
2003
Two vacancies (College or School)
2003
8-Officio Members
Rosalie Otero (Dir., University Honors) CHAIR
.filudent Member

1 ASUNM

5
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Betty Skipper (Family & Comm Med)
Nelson Valdes (Sociology)
6 to be elected

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS BOARD
Faculty Members
Term Ends
*Susan Awe (Parish Library)
2001
**Sharon Warner (English)
2001
Journalism Member
1 Unaffiliated with UNM, selected by the
President of the NM Press Association
Staff or Administrator selected by the University
President
Bob Gassaway (Comm & Journ)
2001
Ex-Officio Members: Non Voting
All editors & business managers of the student
publications
Student Members
1 ASUNM Senator nominated by ASUNM Vice
President
1 Undergraduate elected by all journalism
majors
2 Undergraduates selected by ASUNM
President
1 Graduate nominated by GPSA President
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNANCE
Faculty Members
Gilbert Merkx (Sociology)
Jane Slaughter (History)
Dan Wascher (Orthopaedics)
2 to be elected

2001
2001

Term Ends
2002
2001
2002

OTHER COMMITTEES:
KUNM RADIO BOARD
Faculty Members
Term Ends
2002
*John Geissman (Earth & Planetary Sci)
**Richard Schaefer (Comm & Journ)
2002
Staff Member Appointed by President, Staff
Council
Vacant
4 Community Members elected by the staff and
Subscribers
2001
Laura Harris
Ires Keltz (alternate rep)
2001
Andrea L. Mays
2001
Bruce Thompson
2001
Kenneth Wheeler
2001
3 At-Large Members Appointed by the Provost
William J. Chavez
2001
Andrew Stone
2001
3 Student Members
2001
Matthew McVay (ASUNM)
2001
Emily Young (ASUNM)
2001
Carmen Lowrey (GPSA)
3 Ex-Officio Members
David House (KUNM Ops Staff)
2001
Roy Dufee (KUNM Volunteer Rep)
Richard Towne (General Manager)

STUDENT UNION BOARD
Faculty Members
Term Ends
Steven Gangestad
2001
Administrative Members: Voting
Debbie Morris( rep for Dean of Students)
Eliseo Torres (VP, Student Affairs)
Alumnus Member
To Be Announced
Ex-Officio Member
Walter Miller (Dir., Student Union) CHAIR
Student Members
Eric Anaya (ASUNM)
1 Undergraduate vacancy
Brian Colon (GPSA)
1 Student Senator vacancy
Faculty Senate Representative
To be Announced

GENERAL FACULTY COMMITTEES:

PUBLISHED BY THE OFFICE OF THE
SECRETARY, 277-4664

ACADEMIC FREEDOM & TENURE
.tl!Culty Members
Term Ends
Ma~ine Dorin (Obstetrics & Gyn)
2001
Guillermina Englebrecht (Education)
2001
St anley Handmaker (Pediatrics)
2001
H_elen Muller (Anderson)
2001
Linda Saland (Neurosciences)
2001

6
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UNIT PREPARES IN QUADRUPLICA

Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. GIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
1-~
5. College or School Dean/Director of lns~uction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if appli~le) -·/u •
7 . FS Cu_rricula Commill~,..c:
Vj,',1
8. Associate Provost for A~;nic Affair,s:>
--i
9. Faculty Senate
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Ka ren Carlson
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Associate Provost
for Academic Affairs

(Name ol individual initiating curricular chan ge form)
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D
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Name of New or Existing Program
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This program is or would be located in current undergraduate/graduate ca talog
Graduate Degree Program
~
--<
(For existing degree only)
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Reason(s) for Request (attach additional sheets if necessary).
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interoffice memo

RECEIVED
APR 1 4 1998

Date:

4/14/98

To:

Senate Graduate Committe

From:

Barbara Rees, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, College of Nursing

RE:

MSN/MPH Dual Degree

GRADUATE OFFICE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

1l1e attached material details and describes the proposed MSN/MPH dual degree.

ID.i~ (QQ,9wing is the statement to be included in the University Catalogue:
1

.... :·••,•·-.••··•. • ••:•·•/··•·•.••.

[h~\~Jaj;~(.!gree plan in Nursing and ~

Public Health prepares nurses interested in leadership
~~rs(orprofessional Community1iea1th Nursing and Public Health positions. Nurses will be
;pj.p~·i@;;tgperform the core functions of ASSESSMENT, ASSURANCE, SURVEILANCE and
L·· •·"•· ~ig()LICY in the public health arena
1

•

-----~·':"'::~~-~==-

~~:~.o!:~~o~s'.:!~$~~=b:.n:,:v~~::~::1::•u;;~~~
~~m.__Ihe detailed plan of stuclks satisfies the core curriculum in bo~h
ar s. The thesis or nonthesis optioif4'minirna1ly 63-<,ltredits, ift11e designated course p~ o owed. Applicants must
satisfy the a'&ifrssion and other academic requirements of both gradu e programs.
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Routing (All four copies)
1. Dean of Library Services (if neccessary)
2. CIRT (Comp & Inform Res & Tech), (if necessary)
3. College Curriculum Committee (if necessary)
4. College or School Faculty
5. College or School Dean/Director of Instruction
6. FS Graduate Committee (if applicable)
7. FS Curricula Committee
8. Associate Provost for Academic Affairs
9. Faculty Senate
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Native American Studies
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* Plan for curricular process to take at least 12 months.

Mark appropriate Program:
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Undergraduate Degree Program
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Graduate Degree Program

O

C
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Native American Studies
Name of New or Existing Program
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RE-GEIVED
MAR Q 8[000

The University of New Mexico
SENATE GRADUATE COMMITTEE
107 Humanities Building
Albuquerque, NM 871 3 1
Telephone (505) 277-23 34

GRADUAifi Of;r\C~
YNIYEl'l91-rf q~ N~V'J Mi;~IGO

EC ~ I ED
DEG 1 5 1999

GRADUATE OFF/CE
UNIVERSITY OP New MEXICO

DATE :

May 10, 1999

TO:

Lee Francis, Director, Native American Studies

~

_

-

I} ~ l Melendez, Chair, Curriculum Sub Committee, Senate Graduate

FROM:

/c~;;ittee' s
RE·

Curriculum Forms A & B
I am returning the Form C package to you. The Curriculum Sub. Committee of the Senate Graduate Committee (SGC) is unable to process
the Forms A and B you've submitted. The SGC policy does not allow
programs that do not offer a graduate degree(s) to use 500 level numbers
for their course offerings. Undergraduate programs may offer courses at
the graduate level by using starred 300-400 level courses. Among the
materials submitted with the Form C is a document entitled "A Proposal
for Curriculum Changes" dated March 1999 that lists the Forms B on (p .
1). The courses which propose to carry graduate credit are listed
appropriately as *402, *411, etc.; the submitted forms, however carry 500
numbers. Our sub-committee will reconsider your Forms A & B if you
make the necessary changes.
You should be aware that these changes might not mean automatic
approval of the Forms. Members of the curriculum sub-committee as well
as other SGC members have expressed concern that a program that offers
only an undergraduate minor offer graduate courses. The SGC meets on
the first and third Thursday of each month during the academic year. The
schedule for meetings for the 1999-2000 year has not been devel~ped as
yet, however I assume the first meeting of the SGC will be September 2°d .

Enclosure

. u. . ,

/

<

SUMMA Y

U f\lf.11
MAR 29 2000

FORM C: Minor in Native American Studies
OFFICE OF THE - ,
A minor will require successful completion of 24 credit-hours as follows :
REGi:::i, hAR
15 hours of required courses (NAT AM 150, NAT AM 250, N1T AM 251 , NAT AM 385, and
NAT AM 351). The remaining 9 hours to be distributed across 3of the 8 NAS areas of
concentration or from 3 different departments in the university. IAt least 9 of the 15 hours must
be upper division courses 300 level or above chosen from the NAS areas of concentration ,
Course Group A (Native American Emphasis) or Course Group B (Native American Related) .
Students may petition the department to substitute equivalent course work from other
accredited post-secondary institutions for a maximum of 9 credit-hours.

FORM A: Minor Course Change
The minor course changes requested include: renumbering NAT AM 350 (Indigenous
Worldviews in Native American Studies) to NAT AM 385 to conform to the newly instituted NAS
areas of concentration format; change in course title and course description of NAT AM 251
from Introduction to Information & Resources in Native American Studies to Research Ethics
and Practices in Native America; change in course numbering from NAT AM 293 to NAT AM
255 (Topics in Native American Studies) and change credit-hours from 3 to 1-3; change in
credit-hours from 3 to 1-3 credit-hours as well as approval for graduate level for NAT AM 450
(Topics in Native American Studies).

FORM 8: New Course Request
Twenty new courses, a majority of which have been taught as topics courses, as follows:
24 7 Politics of Native American Art
305 Indian Boarding Schools
311 Native Americans in Film
322 Principles of Federal Indian Law
324 Contemporary Approaches to Federal Indian Law
348 Native American Activism in the 20th Century
361 Native American Children's Literature
365 Poetry, Politics and Spirit
402/502. Education, Power, and Indigenous Communities
411 /511 Native American Theatre
421/521 Treaties and Agreements
423/523 Self-Determination and Indigenous Human Rights
433/533 Native American Ecology, Demography, and Disease
436/536 Environmental Ethics and Practices in Native America
445/545 Politics of Identity
462/562 Traditional and Contemporary Storytelling
474/574 Native American Life and Thought
477/577 Archeology in Native American Studies
481 /581 Spirit of Place
488/588 Two-spirit Traditions of Native America
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NATIVE AMERICAN STUDIES
Lee Francis , Director/Chair (Interim)
The University of New Mexico
Native American Studies
Mesa Vista Hall Room 3080
(505) 277-3917, FAX: (505) 277-1818
Native American Studies (NAS) was founded in 1970 as a center. lntitially, it was established as
a support program for Native American students at the University of New Mexico. In
September 1998, NAS became a full interdisciplinary academic program housed in University
College.
NAS provides a full range of academic resources for the student, the university community , and
the larger Native American community. In keeping with the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) between thelfuiversity and the sovereign Native nations/tribes in New Mexico, NAS is
organized into four maJor components: Community, Academic, Research, and Technological.
Within the Community component are the Institute for Native American Development (INAD) ,
Jr. University, and other community centered programs. The Academic Component includes
academic internships and summer institutes, as well as undergraduate and graduate student
advising by the NAS Senior Academic Advisor. The component has the primary responsibility
for academic-centered Retention Intervention of all Native students attending theJkir,iversity.
Incorporated into the Research Component is the NAS library. This collection of materials
(2,800 volumes) by and about Native Americans (books, journals, articles, research papers,
video and audiotapes) including the highly prized Reno Collection, is available to students, the
university community and the larger Native community. The Research Component also
provides research scholarships and teaching assistantships to Native students currently in
graduate degree programs. The Technological Component assists students, NAS faculty and
staff, as well as other university offices, programs, and organizations such as American Indian
Student Services (AISS) and Native American Programs - College of Engineering (NAPCOE),
who work with Native students, with computer related problems. The Technological
~omponent also provides computer technical assistance to the sovereign Native nations/tribes
in New Mexico. ·
Interdisciplinary Degree Specialization Requirements
In 1993, an interdisciplinary degree specialization in Native American Studies was established.
The ~AS interdisciplinary degree allows undergraduate students to apply ~a~ive _American
st ud1es to their <;{ficulum content for their chosen major. The _degree spec1ahzat10~ offers
students information and resources necessary for understanding the cultures and ideas of
Native American people and the skills to apply this knowledge to their own education.
All students, regardless of ethnicity, are encouraged to apply. Students ma_y formally request to
be admitted into the interdisciplinary degree specializatio~ p_rogram at a_
ny time d~ring their
regula_r studies. All requests are reviewed by an interdis_c1plina~ comm1_ttee that 1_s composed
of Native American and non-Native faculty associated with Native American Stud1e~ . Students
are required to submit a two-page letter stating the degree program they are pursuing and why
-4-
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the NAS interd isciplinary degree is important to the ir career goals. In addition, students must
provide Copies of both their high school and/or university transcripts (if applicable) .
Once admitted into the interdisciplinary degree specialization program , students must complete
a minimum of 18 credit-hours and maintain a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or higher. Students
admitted into the program must also have a degree plan approved by the NAS Senior
Academic Advisor. They may enroll in NAT AM 150 or petition to substitute another course
from a general listing of approved NAS courses or Native American emphasis or related
courses offered outside NAS . Students must take thr~ core courses (NAT AM 250, NAT AM
251, M A T ~ , and NAT AM 385) for a total of~credit-hours. Students must then take a
minimum of one directed independent study (NAT Alvt351 - 3 units) or an internship (NAT AM
352 - 3 units). Students can complete the degree requirements by taking an additional
approved NAS course.
Minor Degree in Native American Studies

The major factors impacting Native people are at the same time philosophical, geographical ,
biological, psychological, cultural, sociological, economic, educational, legal and political.
These factors, through their respective disciplines, have been the focus of scholarly analysis for
centuries; yet the key principles that would promote the social, educational, legal, and economic
well-being of sovereign Native nations throughout the United States seem to elude us. The
imperative for a broader understanding of Native America is heightened by an unending
barrage of stereotyping and hegemonic racism about Native people and their respective
sovereign Native nations.
Because the issues concerning Native relations are so complex and broad in scope, no single
profession or academic discipline can honestly claim to offer all of the answers. Therefore, an
appreciation for the basic principles that address the evolving needs of Native people within the
larger American society can best be supplied through an academic program that draws from a
range of academic disciplines. Such a program is designed to broaden the perspective of
participating students, and as a result to strengthen their protential as informed citizens while
enhancing their professional capabilities as well.
The minor in Native American Studies is an interdepartmental and interdisciplinary program
designed to introduce students to the basic factors which underlie the distinct differences
between Native societies and the larger American society. More important is the fact that the
minor provides students with the opportunity to examine the differences which continue to exist
between Nativ'e and non-Native societies ..
The following objectives are presented as a way to satisfy the broader goals:
•

ground ~tudents in the concepts and applications of methodologies from relevant
disciplines focused on Native issues related to education, economics , law,
philosophy, psychology

•

assist students in integrating theory and practice through field and/or research
experience; and

•

encourage dialogue and collaboration among stud~nts, facu_lty, and t~e Nati~e
community in the on-going development of the Native American Studies curriculum.
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Proposed changes to the Faculty Sick Leave Policy approved May 4, 1999

For sick leave caused by illness, surgery, injury, pregnancy, or quarantine of the faculty
members household, faculty, on either a 9 or 12 month contract at a minimum of 0.5
FTE, are entitled to 21 work days (one calendar month) per completed year of service
which, if unused, may accumulate to a maximum of 63 (or 126) work days (three
calendar months) (or 6 calendar months) leave. Such leave requires documentation of
the illness be furnished to the appropriate chair or director by a licensed medical
practitioner. Absences of less than 21 days duration may be covered by cancellation of
classes, substitution by other department members, or research assignments. Records
are kept within the departments and colleges. Unused accumulations carry forward
from year to year to a maximum of three calendar months. Such accumulated leave
has no cash value upon the employee's separation from the University.
Sick leave accrual for faculty employed more than 0.5 FTE but less than fulltime will be
determined by prorating 21 days by the active FTE, i.e. a 0.5 FTE multiplied by 21
equals 11 work days maximum accrual for the year for a half-time employee.

SICK LEAVE

The University recogn izes that faculty and members of their immediate family may be
sick or injured , and that a reasonable period of paid time off should be granted lo
employees during such periods . In accordance with federal and state regulations , the
following practices shall be followed .
Eligible Employees. Only regular contract faculty who hold appointments of .50 FTE or
greater for an academic or fiscal year are eligible to accrue paid sick leave according to
this policy. If a research faculty member has an expectation of continued employment
to equal or exceed 12 months, paid sick leave may be granted . Visiting faculty are not
covered. Immediate Family, for purposes of this policy, is defined as the employee 's
spouse or domestic partner, child (including step, adopted, or foster child) ,
grandchildren, parent(s) (including step or foster parent), grandparent(s), and
sibling(s) .
Description of Leave Available. Faculty Sick Leave may be described as leave for
short term illness or injury (less than 10 days duration) and extended sick leave
(serious illness or injury of more than 10 days duration.
Each regular faculty member on 1O or 12 month contract at a minimum of .50 FTE may
use up to 10 days prorated by FTE a year for brief illness, injury, or medical
appointments. Such absences may be covered by cancellation of classes, substitution
by other department members, or research assignments. Records are kept within the
departments and colleges. Balances are not accrued from year to year.
For extended sick leave caused by serious illness, surgery, injury, pregnancy, or
quarantine of the faculty member's household, faculty are entitled to 21 work days (one
calendar month) per completed year of service which, if unused, may accumulate to a
maximum of 126 work days (six calendar months) leave. Such leave requires
documentation of the illness be furnished to the appropriate chair or director by a
licensed medical practitioner. Unused accumulations carry forward from year to year to
a maximum of 126 work days (six calendar months). Such accumulated leave has no
cash value upon the employee's separation from the University.
Sick leave accrual for faculty employed more than .50 FTE but less than full-time will be
determined by prorating 21 days by the active FTE , i.e., a .50 FTE multiplied by 21
equals 11 work days maximum accrual for the year for a half-time employee.
Sick Leave Usage . Requests for leave for short-term illnesses or injuries are approved
by the chair or director and records are maintained within the hiring department.
Forms for extended sick leave requests are available through the Faculty Contracts
a~d Services Office. A request for extended sick leave is app~oved by the chair or
director of the unit and forwarded to the appropriate dean or director and the Faculty
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Contracts and Services Office for appropriate data input and record keeping. The
white copy of such forms and any supporting documents will be maintained in the
permanent personnel files in Facuity Contracts and Services. Extended sick leave is
reported in days. Half days or partial leave may be reported based on documentation
of medical practitioner's recommendation of partial return to work.
Faculty accumulated sick leave cannot be converted to cash. Upon termination of
employment, retirement, or death, all sick leave eligibility will expire.
Family Medical Leave. The University of New Mexico allows Family Medical Leave
(FML) in accordance with federal regulations, see UNMBPP 3440.
Other Sick Leave. Faculty members may qualify for Catastrophic Leave (see UNMBPP
3430) or Leave Without Pay as previously described in this Section.

MATERNITY LEAVE

Maternity leave will be granted on the same basis and under the same provisions as
sick leave described above. The chair or unit director may approve up to 21 work days
(1 calendar month) for each completed consecutive year of employment or fraction
thereof, up to a maximum of 126 work days (6 calendar months). Six weeks of
paid/unpaid leave is usually the approved period of leave for delivery of a baby. Forms
to request maternity leave are available in the Faculty Contracts and Services Office .
Parental or Family Leave is addressed under the Family and Medical Leave Act
(FMLA), (see UBPP Manual 3440).

Amended and approved by the Faculty Senate, May 4, 1999
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UNM Extended University Fact Sheet- January 2000
Jeronimo C. Dominguez, Vice Provost
(505) 277-2215 - dominguz@unm.edu
Visio : All New Mexico citizens who want to participate in educational programs from
the University of New Mexico, regardless of their geographic location, job, or family
commitments, will have the opportunity to do so.
Missio : To select meaningful, useful curriculum, to provide for the development of
courses, and to ensure that students have access and support.

Goal
• Provide programs and courses that are of high quality, inclusive, affordable,
accessible, interactive, and that properly support students who are placebound,
timebound, or who choose alternative ways of obtaining their education.
• Provide a coordinated effort in the delivery of courses, thereby providing the
opportunity for students to complete or earn degrees or certificates, and/or
meet their professional development needs.
• Evaluate efforts to determine effectiveness.

Northern Operations
• Support Graduate and Upper
Division Programs in Santa Fe,
Taos, Espanola, and Los Alamos
•
•

•
•
•

Provide live, on-site courses
Provide student services:
advisement, admissions,
registration, financial aid
Community relations
Approx. 80 courses per year
Approx. 800-825 enrolled per year

Internet Pilot Project (IPP) Spring 2000
•
•

•

■
■

60-65 students admitted per year
Retention rate: 78%
Total Graduates since 1992: 216
Total Native American admissions:
50+%

1990 to date: +125 nursing
graduates
Face-to-face; on-line; TV classes
• 20 statewide ITV receive sites

Media Technology Services (MTS)
• Instructional TV
•
■
■

•

11 courses
133 students
• 51 % students from outside
Albuquerque
Courses in Nursing, English, Public
Administration, Anthropology, &
Psychology

.§allup Project
• Participation with College of
Education: Upper Division/
Graduate Teacher Education
•
•
•
•

Nursing

Electronic Distance Education
Network (EDEN)
■

■

■

100-110 courses per year
Primarily serve national labs and
industrial clients
Primarily provide engineering
courses

Consortium of state IHEs (two- and
four-year)
Approx. 20 courses/year with
approx. enrollment of 350-375 per
year
■
Education Administration
• Public Administration
■
Speech & Hearing Sciences
• Nursing

Support for production, delivery
of ITV courses
■
■
■

Instructional design
Engineering & technical support
Faculty support for use of innovative
teaching technologies
■
includes support for face-to-face
classes
See both sides =>=>=>=>
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Kirtland Airforce Base (KAFB)
• Responding to needs of base
population
•

•

Academic Year 98-99
• 41 courses ; 967 students
• 10-15% military
• 10% military family members
• 75-80% civilians
Provide student services:
admissions, advisement,
registration , bookstore

LANL
•

Instructional services to LANL
•

•

Critical technologies:
• Engineering
• Hazardous waste management
• Bio-medical sciences
Spring 2000:
• 8 " live" courses; 97 enrollments
• 35 ITV courses; 106 enrollments

Videoconfe rencing
• · Maintain fac ilities at Los
Alamos , Taos , Santa Fe,
Gallup, Valencia
•

11
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Interfacing to provide student
support services
•

Resolution to Faculty Senate
University of New Mexico

Ensure Extended University students
are afforded the same access to
services as on-campus students
• CIRT
• library
• Student affairs
• Bookstore

Whereas faculty and staff at UNM were informed by a short mailing on April 13, 2000
that emollees in the Presbyterian PPO and Indemnity Pians would, as of June 30, 2000,
have to switch to a completely new provider (with a totally different M.D. register,
nameiy from Presbyterian to Cigna/Lovelace) it appears that no input was sought in this
precipitous decision (be it via faculty senate, committees thereof, or from the much
affected consumer). This poorly considered decision, based mainly on low cost, forces
those in the Presbyterian indemnity program to a totally new set of doctors (and medical
services) as offered by the in-house PPO of Lovelace. People with terminal and/or
chronic illnesses and all those who have built good rapport with their present medical
providers, are severely and adversely affected by this high-handed decision.
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Tier I
•

Teacher Education
•
•
•

•

:

Special Education
Early Childhood Education
Education Administration

Health and Wellness Training and Education

Comelis Klein
Professor
Earth and Planetary Sciences

~~~fc1 ~~o~i~[s~r~~~~ee Program, eg ., Bachelor of University Studies

Tier 11
•
•

The University of New Mexico

Branches
NMHU
Santa Fe Community College
Northern New Mexico Community
College

Business
Engineering

11
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Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
orthrop Hall
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1116 U.S.A.
Telephone (505) 277-4204
FAX (505) 277-8843

b ranch-to-branch exchanges of
courses

Collaborations / Partnerships
•
•
•
•
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